Binding of nonintercalative antitumor drugs to DNA-polymers: structural effects of bisquaternary ammonium heterocycles.
The binding of the antitumor agents SN-16814 nd SN-13232 to various DNA's in solution was monitored by CD and UV absorption measurements. In addition comparative studies with dA.dT containing duplex DNA of the related ligands SN-6136 and SN-6324 were included with respect to effects of structural variations. In general all four ligands show a dA.dT preference in their binding affinity to DNA. Differences were observed for the reaction of SN-16814 which contains bicyclic ring system: it has a lower base pair selectivity, shows some affinity to poly(dG-dC).poly(dG-dC), poly(rA).poly(rU) and poly(rU). The binding mechanism of SN-16814 is associated with a significant time dependent binding effect in CD spectra and UV absorption in case of reaction with poly(dA).poly(dT) and poly(dI).poly(dC) indicating a slow kinetics. The preferred binding to dA.dT base pairs in DNA decreases in the order from SN-61367 greater than SN-13232 greater than SN-6324,SN-16814 as judged from CD titration studies, salt dissociation and melting temperature data. Competitive binding experiments with netropsin (Nt) or distamycin-5 revealed that SN-16814 and SN-13232 are displaced from poly(dA.dT).poly(dA-dT) suggesting that both ligands are less strongly bound than Nt and Dst-5 within the minor groove of B-DNA. These studies are consistent with results of the DNAse I cleavage of poly(dA-dT).poly(dA-dT) which show the same relative order of inhibition of the cleavage reaction due to ligand binding. The results suggest that the variability of the DNA binding and dA.dT sequence specificity may reside in the adaptability of benzamide-type ligands in the helical groove which is influenced by distinct structural modifications of the ligand conformation.